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SYNOPSIS The behaviour of buried structures in earth embankments is related to the stiffness properties of the composite system comprising both the buried structure and the surrounding soil taken
as a basic structural unit responding to loading imposed on the system.
A field experience on corrugated metal culverts equipped with contractable seams has been carried
out in order to verify the transfer of load to or away from the buried structure·as a result of the
difference in stiffness properties of the structure, with its adjacent encompassing material, and
the surrounding expanse of soil.

INTRODUCTION

Yd = 14.2 kN/m3 under isotropic stress (0. 3 Ml?a)
indicates the following values of bulk modulus
- tangent modulus Kt = 79.4 MPa
- secant modulus K = 30.6 MPa.
With a Poisson's ratio sv =0.14, Young's modulus
is
Et
166.6 MPa
Es
64.3 MPa.

'n!e technical interest of analysing the behaviour
of buried structures in earth embankments is
stimulated and renewed by an increase in the
cost and the importance of more and larger
structures with greater fill heights.
At Dourdan near Paris, a large scale experimentation has been carried out -jointly by LCPC
(Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussees) ,
SETRA (Service d'Etudes Techniques des Routes
et Autoroutes) and LMS (Laboratoire de Mecanique des Solides) with the financial support of
DGRST (Delegation Generale a la Recherche
Scientifique et Technique)- with corrugated metal conduits (Arval) of 2.50m diameter and
2.5rnm thickness buried beneath 17.50m of fill.
The experimental programme included three testing cylindrical cells equipped in two cases
with contractable seams recently set up and
used in France in order to reduce the excessive
value of hoop thrust and to transfer a significant part of stresses to the surrounding soil.

Table I presents the compressibility of the fill
under oedometric loading at different initial
density.
\)
Ko
Yd KN.m- 3
E~ MPa
dry unit
secant
Coeffi- B:isson' s
weight
oedometric cient at ratio
modulus
rest
0.27
0.21
15.8
93.8
15.0
0.19
0.16
. 41.9
8.0
0.16
0.14
13.9
8.8
0.11
0.10
13.7
12.8
3.75
0.10
0.09
2.83
10.3
0.05
0.05

Es MPa
Secant
Young's
modulus
83.30
39.35
7.64
8.60
3.68
2.82

TABLE I - Oedometric Characteristics
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
3.- Corrugated Steel Conduits
1.- Soil Foundation
Site investigation boreholes showed the following descending soil succession :
- greyish sand between 0 and 1.5m characterized
by its limit pressure determined by pressuremeter Menard (0.85 MPa < P£ < 0.95 MPa) and its
pressurernetric modulus
(7. 2 MPa < E < 11 M!?a);
- oranged fine sand from 1.50m to mo~ than 7m:
P£ > 2 MPa and Ep > 30 MPa.

Tests were run on three circular steel culverts
(Arval) 2.50m in diameter and 7.5m long.The~ta¥
out is depicted in the figures 1 and 2. Their
access is facilitated by a service tunnel of 2m
in diameter.
• Culvert 0 is constructed with circular rings
of 5 structural multijoint steel plates (corrugation 166.67mm x 60mm) linked by 4 bolts for
each corrugation.

2.- Backfill

• Culvert 1 is formed by 4 structural multijoint
sheets and a special sheet.located along the
axis of the footing allowing a perimeter shortening of about 0.20m under the projected overburden loads.

The material used for fill is a silicious fine
sand which is yellowish at natural water content of about 5% and whitish at dry state. The
granulometry is uniform ; the mean size is
0.25mm with less than 2% < 80].1. A triaxial test
on a sample at initial dry unit weight
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ple : the displacement of the tassometer !
a height change of the water level in a bU~t~

• Culvert 2 has 3 structural multijoint steel
sheets and two special sheets located as near
as possible on the culvert haunch.
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b - Horizontal movements are indicated by a co
necting-rod to a concrete block (400mm x 4em.
SOmm) placed in the backfill at a certain dls•
tance from the culvert horizontal diameter (fi•

·- · - · ........

3).

e - Contractable seam deformation
Special seams, equipped with series of holes a
increasing diameters, allow a shortening of eu
vert perimeter which can reach o.20m under ~
projected loads. This device transfers load to
or away from the buried structures. Bench-mark
on the steel sheets indicate the slippage bet~
ween structural plates with an accuracy of U.
d - Culvert deflections
Culvert deflections occur when subjected to tb
effects of surrounding backfill and cover fill
over the crown. They are given by the distance
of bench-marks on the steel sheet and three
points referred to struts linked to the culvez
end walls as shown in the figure 4.
~ - Stress measurements in the fill
Rectangular Gloetzl cells are used for evaluating stresses in the surrounding soil {figure
6 - Culvert stress measur ent
Strain gauges are affixed to
the metal corrugated sheet
(figure 6) at three positions
• gauge 1 on the external fibt
• gauge 2 on the neutral fibre
• gauge 3 on the internal fibt
g - Records of fill unit weigt
at different cover depths.

A 10

Fig.l - Lay-out of experimental corrugated
steel culverts
The section properties of corrugated steel
sheets are :
- thickness
e
0.0025m
- corrugation depth 2v
0.06m
).
- pitch
O.l667m

Fig. 2 - Experimentation site at Dourdan

4.- Measurement Set up
~ - Vertical movements are measured by levelling
of "tassometers" implanted as indicated in figure 3. The measurement principle is very sim-
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Fig. 4 - Lay-out of backfill displacement bench-marks

Fig. 5 - Deflection measurements of culverts
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Fig. 6 - Stress measurements cin steel culvert
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h(m)

y kN.m-3

5.50

15.7
17.5
15.5
17.0
17.7
17.5
17.3
18
17.1
17.0
17.9
16.0
17.8
16.3
16.4

7.50

8.50

-10.50
13.50

yd kN.m

-3

16.4
16.3
16.0
16.7
16.0
15.8
16.3
14.8
16.4
15.1
15.3

"' h = 1,50m

=

• h 2,50m

X

9

TABLE II - Unit weight of cover fill

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Fig. 7a - Deflections of culvert 0 during
backfilling

1.- Culvert Movements
Crowns of culverts 0 and 1 move first upward
during the early stages of backfilling
(h < 2.50m), the deflection being about 1cm.
Subsequently, as backfill is placed over the
top of the culvert, the crown deflects downward.
Then as the cover height increases to l7.50m,
the crown displacement reaches 40mm i.e. 1,6%
of the span.

y

2.- Horizontal Displacements
These are very small and do not exceed 23mm
between culverts and backfill. They seem to
stabilize when the cover depth reaches 10.50m.
3.- Contractable Seam Deformations
The trapeziform of cover fill induces insuffi~
cient loads upon the contractable seams, stress
measurements showing that these did not function under the loads applied. These small
stresses in the culvert were due to the good
quality of backfill, despite our attempt to
simulate a worse quality backfill.

7

4.- Culvert Deflections
The deflections of culvert 0,1 and 2 are described in the figure 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d corresponding to different cover depths. The vertical
diameter shortening is about 20mm when the cover height reached 15m ;:an equivalent lengthening occurred on the horizontal diameter.

Fig. 7b - Deflections of culvert 1 during
backfilling
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Fig. 8 - Lay-out of Glotzl cells for stress
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6.- Stresses in the Steel Culvert

\

I
I

I

For a given cover height, measured compression
stress is practically constant on the perimeter
of the culvert. These results substantiate 'tb.e
ring compression theory of White and Layer

. --------------

~

(1960).

Measured flexional stresses showed points of
sign inversion of bending moments. The stress
distribution is similar for the three culverts.
During filling up to the crown, the culvert flexes upward at the crown and inward at the quarter points, and the magnitudes of these moments
increase as the backfill height increases. As
fill is placed over the top of the culvert, the
magnitudes of these moments decrease. Then the
moments reverse so that the crown of the culvert
flexes downward, and the quarter point flexes
outward.
It may be noted that the flexional stresses are
not negligible as compared to the compression
stresses.

12'

Fig. 7c - Deflections of culvert 1 under 15m
of cover fill

y

Measured values from field instrumentation may
be summarized as follows :
6

• the top of the tested circular culverts moved
upward during backfilling ;
. a flattening is then observed with a downward
deflection of 40mm when the fill reaches a
height of 17.50m ;
. there exists a zone beyond which the fill is
not influenced by the presence of culverts ;
• under a low height of fill, a stress concentration occurs on the top of the conduit as in
the case of a rigid pipe ;
. stress measurements in steel show that the values obtained on the neutral fibre is the mean
value of those measured on the top and at the
bottom of the corrugation.
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Fig. 7d - Deflections of Culvert 2 under 15m
of cover fill
5.- Stresses in the Fill

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Stresses recorded in the fill showed that the
distribution of vertical stresses cr~ depends
upon the cover depth. The lay-out of Glotzl
cells is indicated in the figure 8.

Research to improve the understanding of soilstructure interaction and field observations of
buried structure performances lead to the conclusion that the fundamental idea behind the use
of flexible corrugated metal as conduit wall is
to utilize the soil as the principal load bearing and transmitting element of the system. The
metal may be viewed as a for~ that maintains a
desired shape of opening in the soil medium and
that carries as little load as possible during
service.

Measurements of horizontal stresses crH indicated that the stress state of fill material is
intermediate between active and passive earth
pressure. The ratio KQ= crH/crv decreased as the
cover height increased.
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This enables the development of new design concepts : a contractable seam is set up and used
in order to reduce the excessive value of hoop
thrust and to transfer a significant part of
stresses to the surrounding soil.
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